Kitchen Island
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The Kitchen Island
The Kitchen Island is perfectly suited to accommodate the discerning individual.
Made upon orderr, Röshults Kitchen Island is customized according to your
individual preferences. Combining style and functionality with an innovative
approach, we aspire to create an outdoor kitchen for beautiful moments. A practical
outdoor kitchen, carrying the timeless elegance of Röshults, made to meet and
exceed your expectations.
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A Variety of Choices
The Röshults Kitchen Island leaves no detail to chance. Its solid stainless steel base,
combined with your selection of modules, results in a practical and stylish outdoor
kitchen. Below each module, there is a large storage compartment with removable
shelves. The doors to the storage compartments have a convenient push-to-open
function, and for each compartment, you can select between our standard door-,
drawer- and fridge sections. All specially designed for the ultimately functional outdoor
kitchen. With the additional bar area, your Kitchen Island becomes a natural centre for
social gatherings.
Made upon order, Röshults Kitchen Island is customized according to your individual
preferences. It is available either with or without the bar, enabling you to personalize
its size and functionality. The frames are adjustable in length, ranging from two to eight
modules, and each frame is adapted for gas hoses and water pipes. The frame and the
doors are available in either natural stainless steel or anthracite coating.
Barbecuing has never been more elegant.
New technical solution
The Kitchen Island is delivered flat packed, which makes it easy to move and transport.
It also enables features such as making the top cummutable.

Kitchen island builder
Visit our website to build, test and modify
your very own Kitchen Island online.
www.kitchenisland.roshults.com
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3 MODULES WITH BAR.
Frame, top and doors in stainless steel.

6 MODULES WITHOUT BAR.
Frame and top in stainless steel. Cabinets in anthracite.

5 MODULES WITHOUT BAR.
Frame, top and doors in anthracite.

4 MODULES WITHOUT BAR.
Frame top and doors in stainless steel.

5 MODULES WITH BAR.
Frame, top and doors in stainless steel.

4 MODULES WITHOUT BAR.
Frame and top in stainless steel. Doors in anthracite.

7 MODULES WITHOUT BAR. Frame, top and doors in stainless steel.
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THE NUMBER OF SECTIONS.
Select 2-8 sections. For each section, the frame is delivered with cutouts for gas hoses and water pipes.
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THE BAR SECTION. Our Kitchen Island is available either with or without the bar section.
Our Garden Bar Chair Low is made to suit perfectly to the Kitchen Island bar.
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KITCHEN ISLAND WITH BAR SECTION

KITCHEN ISLAND WITHOUT BAR SECTION
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THE CABINETS. Select between standard door section, drawer section and fridge section. Each cabinet offers a large
storage space. The standard door section comes with one removable shelf, and the door has a practical push-to-open
function. For the drawer section, one or two extra drawers can be added to optimize the storage space. The fridge section
offers a practical solution for storing a variety of food in your outdoor kitchen.

Standard
DOOR SECTION WITH SHELF

Optional
DRAWER SECTION

Optional
FRIDGE SECTION

THE FRIDGE.
NOTICE: can only be selected with cabinet.

Option for Drawer section
INSIDE DRAWERS

COOLMATIC CRD 50S
Storage volume (approx.): 38.5 l
Voltage: 12/24 V DC
Average power consumption: approx. 40 W
Current consumption: 1.5 Ah/h at +25 °C ambient temperature, 1.8 Ah/h
at +32 °C ambient temperature, both at +5 °C interior temperature
Temperature range: Fixed point temperature preset at +5 °C (±1 °C)
Insulation: Polyurethane (PU) foam all around
System: Automatic reverse pole protection. Fully hermetic compressor
with integrated control electronics. Low voltage protection / electronic fuse.
Mechanical, continuously variable thermostat
Material:
Body: with coated metal frame;
Interior: Plastic;
Fittings: Stainless steel;
Door: Stainless steel (AISI316)
Colour: body: black, door: stainless steel
Measures (L x D x H): 380 x 500 x 534 mm / 19.7 x 15 x 21 in
Weight (approx.): 19.0 kg / 42 lb
Supplied with: Removable wire basket
Test marks: TÜV/GS, e-certified (Automotive EMC Directive)

COOLPOWER MPS 35
Mains voltage: 110 – 240 volts AC
Output voltage: 25 V DC
Output power: 75 W
Battery voltage: 12/24 V DC
Output current: 3 A
System: Switch mode, automatic priority for mains operation
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THE FRAME. Select between natural stainless steel and anthracite coating.

Standard STAINLESS STEEL

Optional ANTHRACITE

5 |

THE DOORS.
Select between natural stainless
steel and anthracite coating.

Standard STAINLESS STEEL

6 |

Optional ANTHRACITE

THE TOP.
The Bar Top is available in natural
stainless steel or anthracite coating.

Standard STAINLESS STEEL

KITCHEN ISLAND WITH BAR SECTION

Optional ANTHRACITE

KITCHEN ISLAND WITHOUT BAR SECTION
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THE MODULES. Personalize your Kitchen Island with the modules of your choice.

MODULE BBQ GRILL

MODULE BBQ GRILL GAS X1

MODULE KITCHEN SINK

Our popular BBQ Grill, now as a module for your
Kitchen Island! Our BBQ Grill is a high-quality charcoal barbecue, made for the designer
outdoor kitchen. Our BBQ Grill was the first grill we
introduced, and it has remained one of our most
renowned products ever since.

The cousin of our charcoal barbecue, our BBQ
Grill Gas is a high-quality gas barbecue, made for
the designer outdoor kitchen. The module includes
a fixed frame with lid that captures the heat from
the grill, and creates an even and hot cooking
temperature. The handle is crafted from teak to
add warmth to the otherwise clean design.
LPG 30 mbar, pipe 8-10 mm.

Our Module Kitchen Sink is a practical as well as
beautiful addition to your outdoor kitchen. The
module version of our popular Garden Kitchen
Sink, it combines a classic design with high-quality
materials. The connection of water meter is with
thread G½ (LINK), the drain pipe has an outside
diameter of 40 mm, and the hose is surface
mounted and secured with a hose clamp.

Design: Broberg & Ridderstråle

Design: Broberg & Ridderstråle

Design: Broberg & Ridderstråle

Materials: Stainless Steel

Materials: Stainless Steel, Teak handle

Materials: Stainless Steel

Measure cm: L 50 D 50 H 28,5

Measure cm: L 50 D 50 H 43

Measure cm: L 50 D 50 H 28,5

Measure in: L 19,7 D 19,7 H 11,2

Measure in: L 19,7 D 19,7 H 16,9 in

Measure in: L 19,7 D 19,7 H 11,2

Weight: 30 kg / 66 lb

Weight: 38 kg / 83,8 lb

Weight: 30 kg / 66 lb

Colours: Anthracite

Colours: Anthracite

Colours: Anthracite

MODULE COOKER HOB

MODULE CUTTING BOARD

MODULE DRAWER UNIT

Our Module Cooker Hob adds a classic touch to
your outdoor kitchen. The gas burner is easy to
adjust and reglation of the heat is immediate. The
outdoor kitchen has never been more versatile, or
practical!

Our Module Cutting Board is one of the pieces
made for Röshults Kitchen Island or a custom built
outdoor kitchen. Made of high-quality teak, our
Module Cutting Board is not only practical but also
stylish - an aesthetically appealing addition to your
Kitchen Island.

Our Module Drawer Unit is made of high-quality
stainless steel and consists of one capacious
drawer. Designed to be convenient and practical, it
provides the necessary storage space to optimize
your cooking.

Design: Broberg & Ridderstråle

Design: Broberg & Ridderstråle

Design: Broberg & Ridderstråle

Materials: Stainless Steel

Materials: Teak

Materials: Stainless Steel

Measure cm: L 50 D 50 H 28,5

Measure cm: L 50 D 50 H 28,5

Measure cm: L 50 D 50 H 28,5

Measure in: L 19,7 D 19,7 H 11,2

Measure in: L 19,7 D 19,7 H 11,2

Measure in: L 19,7 D 19,7 H 11,2 in

Weight: 25 kg / 55 lb

Weight: 39 kg / 86 lb

Weight: 30 kg / 66 lb

Colours: Anthracite

Colours: Natural Wood

Colours: Anthracite
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THE ACCESSORIES. Upgrade your outdoor kitchen with the accessories of your choice.

LID FOR CHARCOAL GRILL

FIXED FRAME WITH LID
FOR CHARCOAL GRILL

WINDSHIELD FOR BBQ 100
FOR CHARCOAL GRILL

WINDSHIELD W COVER LID
FOR COOKER HOB

Has a frame available in Stainless
Steel or Anthracite, is a more robust
version of our original Lid. It captures
the heat from the grill, and creates an
even and hot cooking temperature.
Barbecuing becomes more effective,
and the food even more delicious.

Protects your barbecue and its
surroundings in an elegant manner.
It is made of stainless steel, making
it a durable and stylish addition.
With our Windshield For BBQ 100,
your terrace is protected from
splashes from the grill, and your
food is protected from the wind.

Our Windshield for Cooker Hob
offers protection from wind, while the
lid keeps your Cooker Hob dry when
not in use. Made of stainless steel,
its durability and high quality makes
it perfect for your outdoor kitchen.
Designed to fit our Cooker Hob.

FRY TOP
FOR CHARCOAL GRILL

WORK PLATE
FOR CHARCOAL GRILL

WOKHOLDER
FOR CHARCOAL GRILL

Made for our Module BBQ Grill and
Module BBQ Gas Grill, enables you
to cook all of your favorite types of
food in your outdoor kitchen. It can
be used for pancakes, potatoes,
vegetables, bread and much more.
The outdoor kitchen has never been
more flexible, or fun!

Used to arrange and store food,
is made for our Module BBQ Grill
and Module BBQ Gas Grill. Placed
on a warm barbecue (when you’re
done cooking!), it provides a warm
surface, perfect for keeping your
food nicely warm.

Enables you to cook more
Asian-inspired food in your outdoor
kitchen. With a simple and practical
design, made for our Module BBQ
Grill and Module BBQ Gas Grill, it is
useful as well as elegant. Add some
variation to your barbecue dinners,
and make a delicious wok tonight.

BOTTLE RACK

TRAY

CUTTING BOARD

BBQ GLOVES

Our Bottle Rack, whether in your
dining area, outdoor kitchen or wine
cellar, stores your wine in a practical
and stylish manner. Made of solid
teak, it is designed for ultimate
stability, giving your outdoor kitchen
an extra luxurious touch.

Our Tray is designed for the exclusive
outdoor kitchen. Combining solid
teak with distinctive proportions,
it has a natural durability, and it is
practical as well as beautiful. Perfect
for serving your barbecue dinner in a
stylish manner!

Our Cutting Board is designed for
stability and style, with distinctive
proportions perfect for the outdoor
kitchen. Made of solid teak, it has a
natural durability, and it is beautiful
as well as practical. The ideal cutting
board for preparing your food before
barbecuing!

Our BBQ Gloves protects your hands
in a stylish manner. Designed for
ultimate quality and heat resistance,
our gloves are made of strong Suede
leather and durable Kevlar threads,
ideal for the oven and stove as well as
for the barbecue.

GARDEN BAR CHAIR LOW

BBQ APRON

BBQ TOOLS

LUXURY COVER

Our Garden Bar Chair Low is a barstool with a minimalist design, made
for the Kitchen Island bar. Combining
strict lines with teak and stainless
steel, it has a natural elegance,
perfect for the exclusive bar area.
For extra comfort, we recommend
adding our stylish Sunbrella cushion.

Adding to our popular range of outdoor kitchen products, we now offer
the perfect utensils for the designer
outdoor kitchen. With their exclusive
materials and timeless style, our new
Barbecue Tools are a must for the
barbecue lover!

Adding to our popular range of
kitchen products, we now offer the
perfect utensils for the designer
outdoor kitchen. With the same timeless design and elegant style as our
grills, our new Barbecue Tools are a
must for the barbecue lover!

Our Kitchen Island Cover protects your
Kitchen Island in a stylish manner.
With its high UV-, water-, mould- and
mildew-resistance, you can feel
confident that your Kitchen Island is
kept safe from damage.

Designed to suit our Module BBQ Grill
and Module BBQ Grill Gas. Made of
stainless steels and with handles of
teak, it is a durable and stylish addition to your outdoor kitchen. By capturing the heat from the barbecue, it
enhances flavors in the food, while
making cooking more effective!

Designed to give your barbecue
that extra luxurious touch. Made of
high-quality leather, available in two
stylish colors, it adds to the looks
of your outdoor kitchen while being
useful and practical.
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LUXURY GRIP
FOR COOKING GRATE/
CHARCOAL GRILL

Measurements

KITCHEN ISLAND WITH BAR SECTION

KITCHEN ISLAND WITHOUT BAR SECTION
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Maintenance

STAINL ESS STEEL

TEAK

Stainless steel is not completely maintenance free. The steel
we use is a stainless quality steel and is of type 304, but it
requires maintenance to preserve its finish. Some of our products
are covered with a plastic foil. The foil protects during transportation. After installation, it shall be removed before using the
product.

Teak is a golden-brown timber, with excellent grains and
texture. It is one of the most demanded wood types in the
entire world, due to its beauty and unique properties. Unlike
other woods, teak does not wrap, crack, become brittle or
discolor when in contact with metal, making it an ideal choice
for marine use. It is also one of the select few woods that has a
naturally high oil content, making it resistant to rotting caused
by climatic extremes such as water damages. With its high
durability, teak has been a mainstay in the boat building
industry for centuries, for use in decking and construction.
Teak is also an ideal choice for garden furniture, especially
since its natural oil content gives it a high resistance to
termites and other insects.

Care instructions:
Always wipe your product afte r use. Use mild soap and lukewarm water. To avoid gray coating on the surface, do not let
water or other liquids dry into the stainless steel.
1. Sprinkle dry powdered detergent, such as washing
powder on the surface.
2. Rub the powder gently on the surface with a damp
sponge.
3. Wash thoroughly with cold water.
4. Wipe the surface dry with a dry soft cloth

Care instructions:
Teak does not need to be protected. It is a unique wood that
if left in its natural state, is virtually maintenance-free. Teak
can be left outside year around, surviving even the most
extreme weather conditions. Although over time, untreated
teak furniture which is exposed to the sun will develop a
patina and a silvery, grey color. This process is cosmetic and
does not harm the strength or quality of the wood.

Removal of lime coatings:
Lime deposits caused by water evaporation on the surface
can be removed with any of the following solutions: Vinegar,
vinegar 10%, Diluted nitric acid (1/5 HNO3, 4/% water). During
treatment with nitric acid you should have a good ventilation in
the area. Otherwise, it’s the same handling regulations as for
strong acids. After treatment with any of the above solutions,
rinse the surface thoroughly with cold water and wipe it dry
with a soft polishing cloth.

Teak sealer is often recommended to preserve the natural
honey color. Teak sealer contains UV protection to keep the
sun from graying the furniture as well as a fungicide to
prevent the growth of mould and mildew on the surface of
your furniture. Sealer is not the same as varnish. It is meant to
preserve the color of the wood and is breathable, letting the
natural oils escape without bubbling or peeling like varnish.
Sealers and preservatives serve both as protectants and
stains. Generally, the darker the stain, the more sun protection
it provides, and the less often it needs to be reapplied. Applying
the preservative is straightforward. On the first application,
the wood should be allowed to stand in the sun for a week or
two to allow the wood grain to open. A coat of teak sealer
should be sprayed on and rubbed in. Two coats should be
applied in this manner. The area underneath the furniture
should be protected with a drop cloth or newsprint as most
sealers will stain concrete. After the first application, teak
sealer should be reapplied every year by cleaning the wood
with mild detergent and water and spraying and rubbing in a
coat only on the surfaces that get sun.

Removal of rust coatings:
Rust coatings which have not been a longer time on the
surface can normally be removed by using a mild scouring
powder. Rub the dry scouring powder gently against the steel
surface with a damp cloth, wash with cold water and wipe dry
with a soft cloth.
If rust coatings have been dry out for a long time on the stainless steel it usually occurs a certain discoloration from the
corrosion-products in the surface. This results in discoloration
after the rust has been removed as above. In such cases we
recommend alternative brushing with dry nylon fiber brushes
or rust removal with dilute nitric acid HNO3, diluted with 4
parts water. Rinsing and drying as above.
COATING: AKZO NOBEL NOIR 2200 SABLÉ YW360F
Finishes on all our furnitures are made with AkzoNobel’s Interpon D2525 technology. Interpon D2525 is an ultra durable
powder coating, which meets the demanding weathering requirements of the leading industry specifications Qualicoat
Class 2, GSB. Master, and AAMA 2604-05, as well as BS
EN 12206.

After the furniture is sealed, very little care is needed to
preserve the finish. Occasional washing with soap and water
will remove normal soil. Oils from foods, wine, coffee and
some condiments will penetrate the sealer and may leave a
stain. To avoid this, a teak clear coat can be applied to the
table top to improve stain resistance.
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Staining
Please note, once you stain your teak, you cannot return to
the natural golden brown or weathered silver-grey color without sanding off the stain. Stain is intended to be permanent. If
you choose to stain your furniture after it has turned silver-grey,
you must first sand if before applying stain. Do not leave your
teak furniture in puddles of water or on wet ground. Cover
your teak furniture during the winter months or move indoors
if in northern climates.

It is recommended to wipe off any stain with water and
detergent, including normal dirt, stain and spores with mould/
fungal or other mouldy/fungal residue. For stubborn stains, use
a soft-bristled scrubber (such as kitchen/pot scrubber).
Please do not cover your furniture with plastic or any similar
material. This will prevent natural airflow, which will cause the
timber to sweat and increase humidity. Mould may appear as
a result.
It is important to store your furniture in a dry place with good
air ventilation.Do not store your furniture near extreme
temperature such as a heater. This may cause the timber to
shrink/expand and make the joints crack.

We use untreated plantation FSC teak on all our furniture.
This is a natural product which may vary in colour and texture,
wood is a product of nature, and as such, no two pieces are
exactly alike. The colours in the photographs may vary slightly
from the actual products but we always endeavour to provide
the best quality timber and finish possible.

Do not expose teak to extreme hot or cold temperatures,
such as a hot saucepan/flame or dry ice. This will leave a
mark on the furniture. Always use placemats to protect your
furniture.

Attention:
Teak can at the first contact with moisture react by grain
raising. This is solved by using a finegrained sandpaper.

Material Selection

TEAK

STAINLESS STEEL

A timber with natural golden brown nuance, beautiful fibres
and good texture. With its unique traits, it is one of the most
desired woods in the world. It does not whip, crack or turn
brittle, nor does the colour alter when in contact with metal.
Its naturally high oil content makes it resistant to rotting as well
as insects. It is virtually maintenance free. Do note that teak,
when exposed to the sun, will develop a silvery patina over
time. Although it does not harm the quality, you can consult
your local paint store if the original colour is preferred. We
deliver our products untreated, letting the client decide. Also
take into account that teak can react to its premier contact
with moisture by grain rising. This is solved by using a finegrained sandpaper.

Our Kitchen Island is made of the extra weather resistant
AISI316L (EN 1.4404).
Stainless steel is not a single alloy, but rather the name applies
to a group of iron-based alloys containing a minimum 10.5%
chromium. Other elements are added and the chromium
content increased to improve the corrosion resistance and
heat resisting properties, enhance mechanical properties,
and/or improve fabricating characteristics.
AKZO NOBEL FINISH
A coating made with Akzo Nobel’s Interpon D2525 technology. It is an ultra durable powder coating, meeting the
demanding weathering preventive requirements of leading
industry specifications.

Certification: FSC
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www.roshults.com

